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Abstract:

Effective strategies for primary prevention are urgently needed to combat
the rapidly increasing prevalence of childhood obesity. Evidence
accumulates that early nutrition programmes later obesity risk. Breast
feeding reduces the odds ratio for obesity at school age, adjusted for
biological and sociodemographic confounding variables, by some 20-25
%. We propose that the protective effect of breast feeding is related in part
by the induction of a lower weight gain in infancy, which is related to
differences in substrate intake. Protein intake per kg bodyweight is some
55-80 % higher in formula fed than in breast fed infants. We hypothesize
that high early protein intakes in excess of metabolic requirements
enhance weight gain in infancy and increase later obesity risk (the “early
protein hypothesis”). The European Childhood Obesity Programme tests
this hypothesis in a randomized double blind intervention trial in 1150
infants in five European centres. Infants that are not breast fed are
randomized to formulae with higher or lower protein content and followed
up to school age. If an effect of infant feeding habits on later obesity risk
should be established, there is great potential for effective preventive
intervention with a significant potential health benefit for the child and
adult population.
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1. THE NEED FOR OBESITY PREVENTION
Childhood obesity is now considered a global epidemic in view of the
alarming increase of its prevalence and severity, not only in affluent but
also in less privileged childhood populations worldwide (1,2). Serious
short and long term consequences of childhood obesity arise in terms of
damage to quality of life, performance, health and life expectancy. In
addition, the size of the obesity epidemic is estimated to create huge
costs for society due to loss of productivity and ensuing costs for health
care and social security (1,2). Faced with the size of the problem, widely
available and effective medical management of children that are already
obese is needed, but at present the results of available treatments are far
less than satisfactory, and costs are high (3). A recent Cochrane review
on interventions for treating obesity in children found that no
conclusions on the effects of treatment strategies and their components
can be drawn with confidence (4).
Thus, in the present situation the emphasis must be put on
development, evaluation and implementation of effective primary
prevention of obesity. Some first evaluations are available on the
efficacy of obesity prevention in children, even though the limited
number of controlled trials available at this time allows only limited
conclusions (5). Promising key strategies for prevention aim at
modifying childhood behaviour to increase physical activity as a daily
routine and to enhance health promoting dietary habits (1,2,5). In
addition, new concepts evolve on prevention at a very early age. Already
in the 1950s McCance and Widdowson observed that feeding conditions
of animals during sensitive periods of early pre- and postnatal growth
predetermined their weight in adulthood (6). This phenomenon, later
called early nutritional or metabolic programming of adult health, has
attracted renewed scientific attention. Today numerous experimental and
epidemiological studies provide clear indications that metabolic events
during critical time windows of pre- and postnatal development
markedly modulate obesity risk in later life. Hence, modification of
nutritional habits during early development may offer an opportunity for
effective risk reduction of later obesity in populations. The potential
practical relevance for obesity prevention is highlighted by a series of
studies showing that breast fed individuals have a significantly lower
obesity risk many years later than those who had been formula fed after
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birth. Breast feeding reduced the odds ratio for obesity at school age,
adjusted for a variety of biological and sociodemographic confounding
variables, by some 20 to 25 % (8-11).

2. DOES BREAST FEEDING PROTECT AGAINST
LATER OBESITY BY MODULATING CHILD
BEHAVIOUR?
Elucidation of underlying mechanisms for the lesser obesity risk
associated with breast feeding is important, because understanding of
such mechanisms might offer opportunities for improvements of policy
and practice of infant feeding regimens both for infants that are breast
fed and for those that receive formula.
A number of hypotheses can be raised on potential causes. Even
though the inverse relationship of both breast feeding and breast feeding
duration with later obesity persists after adjustment for measurable
confounding variables, residual confounding
f
cannot be fully excluded.
Since one cannot randomise healthy babies to feeding breast milk or
formula for ethical and practical reasons, undisputable proof for a
protective effect of breast feeding can hardly be obtained. However, the
consistent results of many studies and the dose response effect between
duration of breast feeding and later reduction of obesity risk observed in
a number of studies make an effect of breast feeding highly likely (11).
Differences in feeding behaviour and mother-child-interaction
between populations of breast and formula
m
fed infants might have a role
to play. Breast fed infants show a different suckling pattern and a higher
suckling frequency (12,13). Breast fed infants seem to have greater
degree of control on meal sizes and intervals than those fed formula.
Sievers and co-workers monitored marked differences in feeding
patterns, with a 20-30 % higher feeding volume of formula fed infants
after 6 weeks of life as well as a smaller number of total meals and of
nightly meals in bottle fed babies at 4 months of age (14). Such
differences may modulate later body size. Agras and co-workers reported
that early feeding patterns were predictive of body mass index at 3 years
of age, with high-pressure sucking measured in the laboratory at 2 and 4
weeks of age (denoting a vigorous feeding style) associated with greater
degree of adiposity in toddlers (15).
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In contrast to infant formula, breast milk varies in taste and smell
depending on maternal intake of diet and spices, and early taste
experience in infancy has been shown to favour later consumption of
foods with the same taste (16). Thereby, breast fed infants might be
programmed to different food selection and dietary habits in alter life.
Moreover, breast feeding appears to enhance emotional bonding of
the mother to her child, mediated in part by the stimulation of maternal
oxytocin release by infant suckling, and breast feeding shown to lead to
decreased neuroendocrine response to stressors and decreased negative
mood in the mothers (17,18). These effects of breast feeding might well
have repercussions on the interaction between mother and child and
health related behaviours.
These and further behavioural hypotheses are plausible and attractive,
but are difficult to test experimentally, thus for the time being they
remain somewhat speculative.

3. ARE ‘OBESITY PREVENTIVE’ EFFECTS OF
BREAST FEEDING RELATED TO EARLY
GROWTH AND SUBSTRATE SUPPLY?
The mode of infant feeding at the breast cannot be copied with
human milk substitutes, but if protective effects of breast feeding were
related to compositional aspects of breast milk and to the nature of
substrate supply, such benefits could potentially be extended also to
formula fed populations by appropriate modifications of infant formula
composition. Promising approaches can be deduced from studies
evaluating physiological differences of breast and bottle fed infants.
Populations of formula fed infants show higher growth rates, with
larger weight and length gains than infants fed formula (19). Based on a
systematic review of 19 studies in affluent populations, Dewey
concluded that by the age of 12 months, the cumulative difference in
body weight amounts to approximately 400 g in infants breast-fed for 9
months and as much as 600-650 g in infants that are breast-fed for 12
months (20). This very large effect of the mode of feeding on weight
gain must be expected to influence later obesity risk, based on our
analysis of a large cohort study on 4235 children from Bavaria, southern
Germany (21). We related overweight at school entry at school entry
(age 5-7 years) to growth data obtained during the paediatric preventive
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health checks at birth, 6 months, 12 months, and 24 months of age. High
weight gain from birth to 24 months proved to be a strong predictor of
later overweight. Children in the upper tertile of weight gain from birth
to 2 years (weight gain over 24 months >9764 g) had an odds ratio of 5.7
(95% CI, 4.5-7.1) for overweight at school age relative to those with a

Fig. 1: Protein intake at ages 3 and 6 months (g/kg body weight, median and
90th/10th percentiles) in infants fed breast milk or infant formula (participants of
the DONALD study [23])

lower early weight gain (21). Given this close relationship, we
hypothesize that the protective effect of breast feeding against later
obesity risk is based, at least in part, on its mediating effect on infant
weight gain.
The degree of weight gain in infancy is influenced by genetic factors
of the individual, birth weight, metabolic influences during pregnancy,
health and disease (for example concurrent infections), and not the least
dietary substrate supply. Infant formulae have a higher average caloric
density (kcal/100 ml) than mean values for breast milk, and energy
supplies per kg bodyweight to formula fed infants are 10-18 % higher
than those to breast fed babies between 3 and 12 months of age (20).
Even larger is the difference in protein intake per kg bodyweight, which
is 55-80 % higher in formula than in breast fed infants (fig. 1) (22,23).
In animal studies, early nutrient supply was shown to programme
later obesity risk. In rats, prenatal high protein exposure decreased
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energy expenditure and increased later adiposity (24), and a high
postnatal protein and nutrient supply led to higher adult body fat
deposition (25) and increased adult weight by 10-40% (26).
A high protein intake in excess of metabolic requirements may
enhance the secretion of insulin and insulin like growth factor 1 (IGF1).
Indeed, infants fed formula had far greater postprandial levels of insulin
on day six of life than infants fed cows’ milk based formula (27). High
insulin and IGF1 values can enhance both growth during the first 2 years
of life (28) as well as adipogenic activity and adipocyte differentiation
(29) (fig. 2). High protein intakes may also decrease human growth
hormone (hGH) secretion and lipolysis.
.

Fig. 2: High early protein intakes stimulate the secretion of insulin and insulin
like growth factor 1 (IGF 1), which can enhance early growth and adipogenic
activity.

Indeed, high protein intakes in early childhood, but not the intakes of
energy, fat or carbohydrate, were significantly related to an early
occurrence of adiposity rebound and to high childhood body mass index
(BMI), corrected for parental BMI (30-32). Thus, we hypothesize that a
high protein intake with infant formula, in excess of metabolic
requirements, may predispose to an increased obesity risk in later life
(early protein hypothesis) .
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4. THE EUROPEAN CHILDHOOD OBESITY
PROGRAMME
In addition to experimental approaches, human intervention studies
are needed to test this “early protein hypothesis”. The European
Childhood Obesity Programme (www.childhood-obesity.org) funded by
the European Commission’s 5th Framework Research Programme has
enrolled some 1150 infants after birth and aims at following them up
through school age to test, in a randomized double blind intervention
trial, whether variation in early protein intakes affects growth kinetics
and later obesity risk. This trial is conducted in five European countries
which differ substantially in their prevalence of adult obesity and also in
the nutritional characteristics of the habitual diet of infants and children,
in particular in protein supply with complementary feeding, i.e. Belgium
(Co-ordinator Prof. Daniel Brasseur), Germany (Prof. Berthold
Koletzko), Italy (Prof. Marcello Giovannini), Poland (Prof Jerzy Socha)
and Spain (Dr. Ricardo Closa). Therefore the trial offers the opportunity
to combine a multicentre intervention trial on infant formulae (kindly
provided by Blédina SA, Steenvoorde, France) which differ in their
balance of protein and fat, with an epidemiological observation study
which can assess the balance of protein and fat in the overall early diet.
This approach will enable us to assess the effect of variables which differ
substantially within Europe, as well as allowing the intervention trial
results to be analyzed within centres. The inclusion of a group of breast–
fed infants in each centre will also allow an epidemiological comparison
of the effects of breast feeding and formula feeding in the different
countries. This approach will provide the opportunity for an external
validation of the underlying hypothesis.
Growth from birth to age 2 years, a marker of later obesity risk, was
chosen as the primary outcome variable. In addition, a variety of further
variables are measured, including detailed data on diet, lifestyle and
behaviour, biochemical and endocrine markers, markers of renal
function, and others (Fig. 3). Randomisation and data collection are
performed via the internet based on uniform electronic case report forms,
using specially developed information technology architecture with a
central database and 12 remote data entry stations as well as dedicated
software that allows for secure data protection. Mechanisms for quality
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Fig. 3: Scheme of the study design of the European Childhood Obesity
Programme. Infants are randomized to infant and follow-on formulae with
higher or lower protein intakes from the neonatal period through the first year of
life. Diet, behaviour, growth and a number of other variables are monitored
during regular follow-up visits.

assurance have also been established. Data input and transfer to the
central database are supervised by a contract research organization
participating in the project.
The intervention trial started on 1st October 2002, and recruitment
was completed on 30th June 2004. Following the study protocol and the
requirements to report first results to the EU at the end of the first
funding period, the study will be un-blinded in the second half of 2006 to
allow for first data evaluations. However, participating children and their
families will be invited for further follow-up in the project EARNEST
(Early Nutrition programming of adult health, www.metabolicprogramming.org) funded by the EU 6th Framework Programme.
In our view, the European Childhood Obesity Programme offers
unique and exciting opportunities for evaluating the effects of early diet
on long-term health in later life. If an effect of infant feeding habits on
long-term growth, development of later body composition and obesity
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risk is established, there is great potential for effective preventive
intervention by modification of the composition and use of dietary
products for infants. Thus, the expected results may have a very direct,
simple application with a significant potential health benefit for the child
and adult population.
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